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/// Facebook countersues Yahoo with
bogus patents? Confirms reckless mindset.
This web page contains a number of embedded documents and may load slowly. Just being patient is
one solution (as long as the little disk in the tab is spinning, it is still loading data). You may also be able
to speed things up by: (a) deleting temporary Internet files, and/or (b) changing your browsing history
Internet options settings to “Every time I visit the webpage.” Also, try using a different browser than
INTERNET EXPLORER, like FIREFOX, GOOGLE CHROME, OPERA, or SAFARI. Also, pressing the F5 key
will refresh your browser, as will using your browser Refresh function.
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Fig. 1 – Facebook’s counterclaims in Yahoo v. Facebook are
dubious given their failure to disclose Leader Technologies’
U.S. Patent No. 7,139,761 and Fenwick & West LLP’s conflicts
of interest as former counsel for Leader in 2001-2003, then
securities and patent counsel from 2006 for Facebook.
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Facebook just countersued Yahoo. See Law.com. Two things are notable about the
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countersuit. (1) Facebook uses two of its questionable patents as the foundation of
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its countersuit, and (2) they are using the same Cooley Godward LLC attorneys
that pulled all the shenanigans in Leader v. Facebook. Scroll down the left side of
my blog to review past posts about these attorneys.
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Who drank Facebook’s Kool-Aid?
I think I have adequately addressed the problems with Facebook’s use of those
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questionable patents as the basis for their countersuit—which is probably great
news for Yahoo. The use of the Cooley Godward LLP attorneys (the same ones as
in Leader v. Facebook) is as interesting since it further clarifies the cabal of
players inside Facebook who drank the Kool-Aid of recklessness: Facebook,
Fenwick & West LLP, Cooley Godward LLP, Goldman Sachs, Digital Sky, Peter

Confirms reckless

Thiel, Mark Zuckerberg, Harvard Alum (dubbed the “Acela Mafia” after the

mindset.

express train between Washington D.C. and Boston linking East Coast Ivy
Leaguers) and Accel Partners (peopled with West Coast Ivy Leaguers).
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Accel Partners and Peter Thiel are the boy-band leaders whose

original contacts with Mark Zuckerberg at Harvard in 2003-2004 are
murky. Click here, here, and here.
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Goldman Sachs and Russia’s Digital Sky provide an unregulated $3

billion “IPO supplement;” locking out American investors who had bailed
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out Goldman from oblivion. Click here, and here.
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Russia’s Digital Sky provides the leadership for the future of Facebook

Credits (unregulated world currency?) transactions. Click here.
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Fenwick & West files a flurry of dubious patents in the name of the
King of Hackers; patents that use their former client’s invention as the
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basis. Click here, and here, here, and here.
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Fenwick & West prepares the S-1 for general Muppet consumption while

the SEC sends out form letters and turns a blind eye. Click here and here.
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fabricated evidence, trial theater and frivolous motion practice.” Click here.
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Cooley Godward practices “lawfare” by disrespecting the courts with

If you doubt me, what follows is a quote from Cooley Godward’s Heidi Keefe, as
recorded by a court reporter in Leader v. Facebook. Also see Fig. 2 below.
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Facebook dragged its feet on discovery throughout the first six months of 2009.
For example, Facebook would say they would not provide a document, but when
Leader filed a motion to compel the document, Facebook would then provide the

LLP

document in their opposition to the motion—the very document that they had just
said they would not provide. Leader had provided two-and-a-half times more
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documents to Facebook than Facebook provided to Leader. Judge’s Conference,
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May 28, 2009, Tr. 1062:12-24. See Fig. 2 below.
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—Heidi Keefe, Cooley Godward LLP,
Facebook attorney, Leader v. Facebook
Judge’s Conference, May 28, 2009.
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Facebook counsel Heidi Keefe’s argument for giving
Leader limited access to Facebook’s documents was “I don’t want Facebook to be
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trashed.” Judge Farnan replied “Don’t be so defensive,” to which Ms. Keefe
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responded “I love my company.” Id., Tr. 1063:18-23.
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Leader v Facebook Doc No 72 – Heidi Keefe: &quot;I Love My Company&quot; May 28
2009, at p. 27.
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Fig. 2 – Leader v. Facebook, Judge’s Conference, May 28, 2009, Tr. 1062:12-24. Here’s
Facebook’s Cooley Godward attorney Heidi Keefe drops her “independent professional
judgement” in efforts to oppose Leader’s discovery requests.
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Has Cooley Godward's Heidi
Keefe drunk the Kool-Aid?

“In representing a client, a lawyer
shall exercise independent
professional judgment and render candid advice. In
rendering advice, a lawyer may refer not only to law but to
other considerations, such as moral, economic, social,
and political factors, that may be relevant to the client’s
situation.”
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Do ya think Heidi Keefe is telling the emperor he has no moral clothes? Ha Ha Ha
Ha. Didn’t think so.
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Fig. 3 – Lloyd Blankfein (left) and (Jamie Dimon
(right) promising to tell the [Harvard?] truth to the
U.S. Senate Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission on
January 13, 2010. The punishments are worse for
plagarism on a term paper than the wholesale
bankrupting of the US economy by a Harvard man.
The body language speaks volumes. Are these guys
getting ready to tell the truth? Source: Business
Week. See also previous post.

the planet, take the low moral ground at every turn, disrespect privacy, label
Facebook’s security “the best there is” (Milner), no-show at investor meetings,
etc. etc. etc.
Two words describe such conduct: audaciously reckless.
From my research, it does not appear to me that Yahoo has much to be concerned
about with Facebook’s counterclaims. Pundits tell me that the patents that are
the foundation of the counterclaim, namely 7,827,208 and 7,945,653, can likely be
invalidated because they failed to disclose Leader’s patents as references of
potential prior art, then the other eight patents in the Yahoo counterclaim would
likely fall off their two-legged stool. See Fig. 1 above.
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More coming! Stay tuned.
Meep, meep.
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